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Why communications get "better all the time
"X'0UR;VOICE girdles the globe in one-seventh of a second. Unending research and engineering have also provided

It. .travels at 186,000 miles per second - the speed of light - firier plastics for insulation, purer graphite and carbon for
- thanks to the telephone and radio. And by television, so electronic devices .. · and a host of other basic materials
,10 the pictures of any event as it occurs. that help shave the speed of communications 'to the tiniest

What has made this blinding speed possible? What has splinter of a second.
given us these "ringside seats" ..... to see, to hear, to share Producing these better materials and many others-for
in the headline news of the day? < the use of science and industry and the bene fit 'of man-

The answer: Greater knowledge of electroni~ waves and kind-is the work of the people of UNION CARBIDE.

better materials. to harness them. For example the vac-' FREE: You are invited, to send for the illustrated booklet, "Products
. . . ' and Processes," which describes the ways in which industry uses

uum tube-heart of radio or television-i-depends upon the VCC's Alloys, Carbons, Chemicals, Gases and Plastics.
greatest possible absence of air or other gases-a high vac- - '

uum.Mo~toft~eairisp~mpedoutbefo~~th~tubeisse~~e~. U,N1"0,N C' ARB 'I'D E'
Then a tiny hit of barium, called a bar-tum getter IS

flashed inside of it by electricity. This captures the remain- AH..D ·CA.R.BON CORPORATION
ing airand gives a nearly perfect vacuum, I 30 E A S T 42 ND S TRE E T rn:::!! NE W YORK 17. N. Y.

~--~-------------- Products of Divisions and Units include ------------------
LINDE OXYGEN • PREST-O~LITE ACETYLENE • PYROFAX GAS • BAKELITE, KRENE, VINYON, AND VINYLITE PLASTICS

KEMET GETTERS • NATIONAL CARBONS • EVER~ADY FLASHLIGHTS AND BATTERIES • ACHESON ELECTRODES

PR$STONE AND TREK ANTI-FREEZES • ELECTROMET ALLOYS AND METALS • ·HAYNES STELLITE ALLOYS • SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS



Here are opportunities limited
only by your own imagination
and ability. To learn more
about these and the many other
opportunities at Westinghouse, get
your copy of the booklet, "Finding
Your Place in Industry".

o obtain copy of "Finding Your Place in Industry,'" consult
the Placement Officer of your university, or mail this coupon to:

The District Educational Coordinator
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
306 Fourth Avenue, P. o. Box 1017
Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania

Name _

College Course

Address, _

City State __ --------
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Today, research is one of the most
important of engineering functions.
The field is broad and of absorbing interest. In
the Westinghouse Research Laboratories, entire
departments are devoted to research in the follow-
ing fields: Chemistry, Metallurgy, Mechanics,
Electrophysics, Electromechanics, Electronics,
Magnetics, Insulation.

The opportunities offered to engineering gradu-
ates lie in two spheres of activity:

Pure Research-investigation of physical laws
with the aim of extending purely scientific knowl-
edge, without the specific practical application
of that knowledge in mind.

Applied Research-solution of specific manu-
facturing problems, development of new appa-
ratus, discovery of new and better materials for
which there is a need. G.I0018

There's a future for yOU in

Research
at Westinghouse



YOU ARE looking at a 9-cent piece
of the hardest metal made by man.

It is Carboloy Cemented Carbide.
And this particular piece . . . one of

a large number of standard blanks
which sell for less than $1.00 ... when
used as the cutting edge of a metal-
working tool, performs miracles in
helping to speed up production,
increase quality and cut costs of
machined parts.

Carboloy costs steadily down
While this is only one of hundreds of
Carboloy forms that range in use from
tools and dies to masonry drills and
wear-resistant parts, it dramatizes the
long downward trend in the price of
this miraculous metal.

For today, its low cost and remark-
able hardness are taking Carboloy into
many broad new fields. Housewives,
hobbyists, home-owners and craftsmen
are all experiencing the qualities of
Carboloy at low cost.
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Nine-cent miracle

'C: vel' by
RICHARD COBURN c». E. ~5 2

CARBOLOY
(REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.) CEMENTED CARBIDE © 1147 CARBOLOY CO.

THE HARDEST METAL MADE BY MAN

THE Cincinnati Local Flood Pro-
tection Project, commonly known

as the Mill Creek Barrier and Dam,
is being completed. This project has
the purpose of affording protection
against the raging waters of the Ohio
River and providing a means of emp-
tying the back-water of Mill Creek
stream when at flood stage.

Construction of the Barrier Dam
and Pumping Station was started
October 20, 1941 and is now nearly
completed.

This project, which will protect the
Mill Creek valley and a portion of
the river front up to the flood stage
of 83 feet, was designed and directed
by the Corps of Engineers, Ohio
River Division, U. S. Army.

The heart of the Barrier Dam is the
pumping station located near the
mouth of Mill Creek. This building
is designed to accommodate nine
pumps although only six have been
installed. Each pump, having a throat
diameter of ten feet, is capable of dis-
charging 1500 cubic feet per second
of Mill Creek water into the Ohio
River. The six pumps will be capable
of handling almost six billion gallons
of water per day. Each pump is
driven by a 6500 hp motor.

Immediately east of the pumping
station is the Mill Creek discharge
bay through which the MillCreek
stream normally flows. However,
when the Ohio River nears the 52
foot level (flood stage) on the Cin-
cinnati gage, large steel bulkheads are
placed across the discharge bay seal-
ing it against the river water. At this
point the pumps are started and the
Mill Creek stream is held to its
normal flow.

The removal of large debris and
drift material is effected on the
stream side of the dam by a fender
wall of reenforced concrete frame
bents and piers placed at an angle
out into the stream.

The magnitude and complexity of
this project is indicated to some ex-
tent by the fact that the construc-
tion cost alone (exclusive of right-of-
way costs) will amount to almost
.$10,000,000 for works having a total
length of 7500 feet. Thus the average
construction cost per foot of length
is over $1,300. '

Robert F. Hausman

That's great news for industrialists,
too.

It means that all the extra benefits
of Carboloy tools, dies and wear-resist-
ant parts can be had at costs compar-
able to ordinary materials. And, consid-
ered by authorities to be Hone of the
ten most significant industrial develop-
ments of the past decade," Carboloy is
rapidly becoming the standard where-
ever a versatile, hard metal is required.

An odds-on chance
The odds are 10 to 1 that Carboloy-
the amazing metal of many uses----can
be put to work by our engineers to
give your products higher quality at
lower cost. Why not call us in for
consulta tion? '

FREE SOUND MOVIE, "Everyday Mir-
acles," available for business clubs,
industrial groups, technical societies
and vocational schools. Write to
reserve your date for this dramatic
24-minute, 16 mm. film.

Carboloy Company, Inc., Detroit 32, Mich.
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Some day you are going to want to know something that
you won't have learned in college. And won't find in books.
Yon are going to consider using aluminum for some

purpose where the engineering isn't all spelled out for
you. You'll want facts about aluminum that you can
apply to your problem; and guidance in using them.
When that happens, remember to call on the brains

that have stored up more knowledge of aluminum than
you can find anywhere else. For 59 years this brain has
been gathering facts and experience in·making aluminum
useful in thousands of ways.

ALUMINUM BRAINS FOR THE ASKING
Weare talking about the cumulative corporate brain

of ALCOA ... Aluminum Company of America. When
it goes to work on your problem, the particular kind of
knowledge needed is sure to he found in one or more of
this brain's many parts ... in the minds of the scien-
tists, engineers, plant men and salesmen who make up
this corporate brain of ours.
Their metallurgical experience, their counsel 011

design, their intimate knowledge of aluminum fabrica-
tion and finishes •.. all yours for the ,asking. ALUMINUM
COMPANYOF AMERICA,Gulf Bldg., Pittsburgh 19, Pa,

MORE people want MORE aluminum for MORE uses han ever

A'I'\'C~ A~~:::'>;"'"," .{";J ,",' FIRST IN ALUMINUM

JANUA.RY, 1948
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· Surface coniecto.FiredGAS'."
furnace used for a variety of _ ,

heat-treating operations includ-
ing Malleableizing, Pack carb. uriz~.ng, .

Annealing in a temperature range
from 6000 F. to 1800° F.

V~6II"FURNACE PERFORMS

MULTIPLE HEAT-TREATING FUNCTIONS

, UNDER VARIED CONDITIONS
I'"

In modern heat-treating, adaptability of equipment and
flexibility of fuel are primary influences in any cost-per-
piece analysis. As a typical example of the flexibility of
the productive flames of GAS, this Conjecto-Fired GAS
Furnace is used for a variety of operations without any
change other than regulation of the fuel-mix and tem-
perature controls.

Atwood Vacuum Machine Company, Rockford, Illi-
nois, is equipped to heat-treat pieces ranging from 1
ounce to 1000 pounds, in volume up to 15,000 pounds
daily. Their modern Gas-fired Equipment is adapted for
annealing, carburizing, drawing, hardening, normaliz-
ing, malleableizing, stress relieving, under rigid metal- .
lurgical specifications.

Experienced heat-treating .specia lists like Atwood
Vacuum Machine Company use GAS because this
flexible, controllable, rapid-hearing fuel is so readily
adaptable to all types of processing at any required
temperature. The productive flames of GAS are so
flexible that they can be used for any production-line
heating operation, under the most exacting conditions.

AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION
'420 LEXINGTON AVENUE .' NEW YORK 17, NEW YORK

Data and Photos hy SURFACE
COMBUSTION CORPORA-
TION, Toledo, Ohio, Manu-
facturers of Gas Heat-Treating
equipment
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ANNEALING~Station wagon body hinge
Material: SAE1020
Temperature: 1600° F.
Time Cycle: 36 hours
Net charge: 6400 lbs,

..Am$%rtrmm::j:::lM:~m:]::i :::::lml.~gm]~.

'·~:;~$~tMih.~~:::~:::~:~:::~:::::::::::~::~~~1:~::::~:i:::::::::::::~::~:::~1@11Em~DnM<&"u,
PACK CARBUiiZiN~Brake Trunnions

Material: Hot rolled SAE1010
Temperature: 1650° F.
Time Cycle: 8 hours
Case: .040
Net charge: 15001bs..~-~~

MAIIEABIEIZING-Trailer Jack Screws
Material: Malleable Iron
Temperature: 1750° F.
Time Cycle: 72 hours
Net charge: 10,0001bs.
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The Third Street Distributor will make i easier 0 get in or out of Cincinnati' downtown
district. It will also be the connecting link between the main expressways to the Northeast,

Northwest, and South.

THE ..November Christmas Parade
held -on Fourth Str.eet in down-

town Cincinnati last November was a
striking example of one of Cincin-
nati's traffic problems. The. pouring
in of traffic from all outlying districts
of the city at a relatively high speed
to the urban area where a relatively
slow speed must be maintained, makes
the downtown area the bottleneck.
The traffic conditions that prevailed
on that night not only prevented .peo-
ple from seeing the parade, but also
cau ed a tremendous potential hazard
in that fire vehicles or .ambulances
would not have been able to make
their way through the congested
streets.

The more scientific traffic counts
and analyses have not only confirmed
the theory that the real traffic prob-
lem is in urban areas, but also have
demonstrated that routes traversing
large cities are the primary bottle-
neck in the inter-city highway sys-
tem. Likewise, these data show that
the vast majority of vehicles have their
origin and destination within the 'met-
ropolitan area. Therefore, the prob-
lem is solved, not by constructing by-
pass routes, but by developing.a sys-
tem of motorways that will permit a
greater freedom of movement for ve-
hicles through cities.

There is general agreement among
all government groups that the vol-
ume of traffic cannot be satisfactorily
handled unless highways in urban
areas are designed and constructed to
provide the maximum of free flow of
vehicles without interference from lat-
eral and cross movements. This type
of motorway will speed the, movement
of the downtown every-day worker,
the priva te shopper, and (the' business
people. It will step up business for
everyone in the urban area and effect
substantial savings in time and money.

Traffic trends

The people of the Cincinnati 3-
county area own more than 200,000
motor vehicles. They drive them a
total of one billion, six hundred thou-
sand miles a year over the city and
suburban streets. On an average

Prqp se Expressways in Cincinnati will IDea tillie-saving routes to and
thro gh he city. Costy but practical, they will rovide quick access for the
fire and police departlllents and will cut the accident I'ate in half.

6 COOPERATIVE ENGINEER



and even destroy or render useless
both business and residential frontages.

EXPRESSWAYS
working day, 115,000 people travel
into the. downtown business district.
Such figures merely point out the well-
known fact that the life of a modern
city runs on wheels. In 1920, there
was one motor vehicle for every four-
teen people in the Cincinnati area. By
1940, there was one for every four,
more than a threefold increase. This
trend is steadily increasing.
The 'heaviest traffic movement in

the Cincinnati area is along the radial
system between outlying communities
and the downtown business district.
Intensive industrialization of the Mill
Creek Valley has caused it to become
a very heavy generator ~f traffic which
creates a complex concentration of
radial and circumferential traffic.
Fortunately, considerable data are

available in the Cincinnati Metropoli-
tan area from which traffic trends
may be derived. Probably the most
useful are automobile registration,
traffic surveys, and population records
and forecasts.
In the forecast of probable trends

of traffic volume, the first step is an
analysis of automobile registration.
The higher the registration, the greater
the total traffic, although the ratio of
the latter throughout the area' under
review, is not constant.
On the circular cordon line ranging

from five to seven miles from Foun-
tain Square, the total increase of
traffic from 1931 to 1941 was 56 per
cent compared with the ten-year in-
crease of 22.5 per cent in registration.

Topographic influence
Ac metropolitan highway system

tends to be based on traditional land
transportation routes. These have
usually been strongly influenced by
the main topographic features en-
countered. Early trails sought the
easiest and least obstructed routes to
their destinations. Just as hills, val':'
leys, and rivers are largely responsible
for the original location of these
routes, so they tend to determine the
economy and practicability of later
improvements and additions to them.
Improved techniques of highway
building and increasing importance of

JANUARY, 1948

William T. Zachman C.E. '49 and Stan A. Heaton C.E. '49

free traffic movement throughout the
Metropolitan Area combine to over-
come some of the geographical ob-
stacles, but the pattern of motorways
remains today a strongly radial one,
fanning out from the central basin,
with a noticeably weak system of con-
tinuous crosstown or crosscountry
routes.

Traffic relief l1'leasures
In 1925, a City Plan for Cincinnati

was adopted. Included in it was a
ystem of thoroughfares involving
both new routing and improvements
of existing streets. Due to the narrow-
ness of downtown streets the Plan
recommended one-way traffic. This
recommendation was put into effect
in most instances, and resulted in
considerable relief from congestion.
Widening and extension of streets

are sometimes necessary, but to rely
oIely on this method for route im-
provements would be very expensive,
and the benefits could not begin to
compensate for the excessive cost. An
example of high cost without com-
parable benefit is East Fifth Street
from Main to Pike, which was
widened from 66 feet to 91 feet at a
cost exceeding $2,000,000. Street
widening "improvements" depreciate

The expressway
Disappointment with the results of

thoroughfare widenings prompted
city engineers, highway officials, and
city planners to look for, and experi-
ment with, new types of motorways
for accommodating the. ever-increas-
ing volumes of traffic.
They were trying to find a 'superior

type of motorway, such as:
1. Would have a high efficiency

and economy in terms of traffic-
.carrying capacity per unit cost
of construction and upkeep;

2. Could be built on cheaper right-
of-way than is usually involved
when widening thoroughfares
with frontages more or less built
up;

3. Would retain permanently (the
traffic capacity for which it was
built;

4. Would permit free and expedi-
tious travel w ith maximum
safety;

5. Would help instead of harm ex-
isting developments and prop-
erty values, and further the de-
sirable future growth of the com-
munity.

A typical expressway is this beautiful stretch at Dayton, Ohio.

1



Search and experimentation along
these lines produced the type of mo-
torways variously called expressways,
freeways, limited access roads, or
through-ways.
Such motorways are insulated in

that there is no direct access to them
from abutting properties or from
minor streets. Traffic can enter and
leave only at especially designed con-
nections with major streets, spaced as
a rule not less than half a mile apart.
In general design they consist of

two separated express pavements, one
for each direction of travel, plus such
parallel service roads as may be neces-
sary to serve the abutting properties.
Crossings and left-hand turns at

grade are eliminated by means of
bridges and ramps, thus making traffic
signals and all stops unnecessary. A
vehicle entering the expressway can
travel, uninterrupted and in safety to
its destination, at the speed for which
the expressway was designed.
'No parking or stopping is permitted

on an expressway at any time.
In other respects, expressways may

vary considerably in design. They may
be at ground level, or may be elevated
or depressed, depending on what is
the most appropriate treatment in a

8

The Authol'S
After graduating from Hughes High School,

William T. Zachman enrolled at U. C. His studies
were interrupted for three years during the war
while hie was flying for the Navy. After discharge,
he re-enrolled in Civil Engineering. He is a mem-
ber of Delta Tau Delta and vice-president of
A.S.C.E.

Stan A. H eaton started his college career at
u. C. in 1941 after graduating from Withrow
High School. After three years as navigator in the
Eighth Air Force, he is now back on campus in
Civil Engineering. He is a member of Alpha Tau
Omega fraternity and A.S.C.E.

given situation.
The depressed type is unquestion-

ably the most desirable in urban areas.
This may be flanked by landscaped
strips; or the two halves of the ex-
press pavement may be separated by
landscaped areas of varying widths.
It should require no exceptional

imagination to see, or lengthy argu-
ment to prove, that a motorway of
this type-if wisely located in relation
to the traffic pattern and the existing
as well as the desirable future devel-
opment of the 'community-can sat-
isfy the above mentioned require-
ments and will have none of the
shortcomings experienced with thor-
oughfare widenings.

Costly but practical
While admittedly costly, three to

four million dollars per mile through
built-up areas, they may not be much
more expensive than the substantial
widening of business thoroughfares.
They are decidedly cheaper, however,
in terms of results.
A single traffic lane on an express-

way can carry 1,500 cars per hour at
an uninterrupted speed of 35 miles
per hour, compared with 500 to 750
cars per hour on a surface thorough-

fare at the usual average speeds of 15
to 20 miles per hour.
A six-lane expressway can handle

about 50,000 cars per day, a six-lane
surface thoroughfare less than half
this number. The capacity of an ex-
pressway, moreover, remains intact-
it 'cannot be whittled away by park-
ing, cross traffic, traffic lights and the
like, as on a surface thoroughfare.
Because of the uninterrupted travel

at greater speeds, an expressway may
be routed in a somewhat roundabout
way if by so doing right-of-way costs
can be substantially reduced or other
advantages gained.
It can thus be located through any

as yet vacant properties or cheap or
obsolete developments not too far off
the direct alignment-instad of rip-
ping out all improvements on one side
of a thoroughfare or another, irre-
spective of cost, unavoidable in a
widening project.
With traffic in opposite directions

separated by a central dividing strip;
with all crossing traffic and left-hand
turns at grade eliminated; with no
pedestrian crossings at grade and no
parking - accident rates on express-

(Continued on page 22)
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Telep 0 e ser Ice for yo e r
is I ge ream f e
future-

FROM the depths of their bottom-
.. less bag of tricks the electronic
engineers of the nation's telephone
companies have brought out another
surprise. The web of communication
has acquired new fibres, this time link-
ing together moving vehicles and or-
dinary telephone subscribers. This
service is to be offered by a progressive
public utility to its patrons in many
cities of the United States.

It is expected that, at first, the wid-
est use of mobile telephone service will
come from doctors, taxicab firms, and
the maintenance departments of the
country's gas, water, and power com-
panies. As time goes on more people
whose business requires mobility as
well as constant accessibility will be-
come convinced of its usefulness and
much wider use will be made of this
new facility.

Cincinnati, one of the first cities to
enjoy this privilege, has been trying
the new system since September 6,
1946. Construction permits have been
received, and work is now going on,
in fifty-seven other key cities in the
United States and Canada.

JANUARY, 1948
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The illustration gives a general pic-
ture of the over-all operation of the
mobile radio system.

From the originating phone the call
goes over land -wire circui ts to the
radio transmitter. It is sent out to the
radio-equipped car by means of high-
frequency FM signals.

At the car a small receiver and
transmitter unit handle the call and
send back the other side of the con-
versation to one of several, strategic-
ally located receiving sets.

Leaving the receiving station, the
voice of the person in the car is
carried on regular telephone circuits
to the radio control center and
thence to the originating subscriber.
Of course, it is also possible for the
call to be initiated by the man in the
vehicle.

Let us examine more closely the
progress of a typical call. This time
we shall begin at the mobile end of
the circuit.

T e driver' s sea
At first glance there is little about

a telephone-equipped car to distin-
guish it from any other. The antenna
it carries is very like a standard auto
radio antenna and the control unit
on the dash is similar to an ordinary

-------- _.~._~------~._._-

7f,ose corninq auto-phones
~ ... _. -

The transl1Iitter

auto radio. It is the presence of the
familiar telephone handset, resting on
its cradle in this unlikely spot, that is
the give-away.

Suppose we tryout this new-fangled
gadget. Just lift up the handset and
listen to see if the line is busy. It is
just as necessary to do that here as
it is at home, for the radio "lines,"
or frequency channels, are limited,
too, and must be shared by several
subscribers.

On the handset is a small button
or switch not found on standard
phones. If the line is not busy, the
operator may be signalled by depress-
ing this button for about three sec-
onds.

By depressing the switch we have
turned on the radio transmitter. This
piece of equipment, along with the
receiver and a device known as a
"signal selector unit" is carried in the
luggage compartment of the car.
Ample space is left to hold the spare
tire, tools, and other objects normally
kept there.

Following are descriptions of a typ-
ical transmitter and receiver:

The transmitter uses eight tubes to
supply about thirty watts of RF power

9



tery in the automobile. High voltage
for the plate circuits in the trans-
mitter is obtained from a dynamotor
unit mounted inside the transmitter
case. Plate oltage for the receiver is
delivered by a self-rectifying vibrator
power supply manufactured as part
of the receiver. s these units require
large battery currents a heavy-duty
car battery is needed.

John X. Mulvey (the X is for
Xavier) is no stranger to the UC
campus, for he has been around
since 1937. Prior to the war, he
attended Evening College while
working for the local branch of
the vVestern Electric Company.
While in the service he was en-
gaged in testing new types of
radar equipment. At present, be-
sides following the accelerated
program in Electrical Engineer-
ing (Class of ~49) ~ he is actively
engaged in the affairs of the
W8Y X Radio 0perators' Club,
being Vice-President of that or-
ganization.

The Author

Signal separator
The third item located in the lug-

gage compartment is the signal se-
lector unit. Comprised of relays, re-
sistors, and condensors, it is the de-
vice which separates the calls for dif-
ferent cars.
When the signal selector unit re-

ceives the proper set of impulses cor-
responding to its identification, it will
ring a bell on the dash-board control
uni t. A light signal is also illumina ted
and remains on until the phone is an-
swered. When so desired, the circuit
can be arranged to blow the horn of
the vehicle. This is desirable if the

(Continued on page 24)

to the antenna. 7C7 tube is used
as a crystal controlled oscillator. t is
modulated by a pair of 7A8 tubes in
push-pull. The signal is amplified in
succession by a 7C5 quadrupler, a
7C5 tripler, a 7C5 doubler, and a
2E24 doubler-driver. The oscillations
now have been multiplied to forty-
eight times the crystal frequency and
are in the range of 152 to 162 mega-
cycles. he final amplifier is a pair
of 2E24 tubes in push-pull, tuned by
a pair of concentric lines made of
silver-plated copper tubing. t should
be noted tha t the tubes used in the
power amplifier stages are of the
quick-heating filament type. his al-
lows them to be turned off during
stand-by periods with a re ulting eco-
nomy of battery current.

nator. At the discriminator, a portion
of the signal is removed and passed
through a 7C7 stage used as a noise
limiter and squelch tube. The last
tube is a 7C5 audio power amplifier.
The filament circuits for both trans-

mitter and receiver are supplied di-
rectly from the six volt storage bat-

CALLER

The ece- er
The receiver is a double super-

heterodyne, employing sixteen tubes.
Starting from the antenna input ter-
minal we find three 6AK5 tuned-RF
amplifiers, a 6AK5 mixer, a 6AK5
crystal multiplier, and a 7H7 crystal
oscillator. The inherent stability of a
crystal-controlled oscillator is im-
proved by enclosing the crystal in a
warming oven to keep its tempera-
ture constant. From the mixer, the
signal emerges at a frequency between
13.07 and 13.68 megacycles. It is
passed through two 7C7 first IF am-
plifiers to a 7C7 second mixer, where
it is combined with the fundamental
frequency of the crystal oscillator and
heterodyned down to 3.8 megacycles.
The 3.8 megacycle signal is fed
through a 7C7 second IF amplifier,
two 7C7 limiters, and 7A6 discrimi- DiagrammaHc sketch races a call through the transmitter to a moving vehicle and

back again via the receiving station to the original caller.
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X-Ray radiographs and photomicrographs are the "eyes"
that have turned the steel casting industry inside out.

DURING the past twenty-five Other important factors in obtain- photography. These served the pur-
years, steel casting has advanced ing good radiographs are exposure pose until something better came

from a "hit and miss" operation to a time, radiation within the metal, and along. The capsules were less bulky,
highly technical and scientifically-con- film.' were portable, and could be used for
trolled process. Pyrometers have re- Exposure time is important because shots where an x-ray machine could
placed the "melter's eye"; the use of it is the length of time that the x-rays not be directed. However, the great
air for reduction has been superseded come into contact with the casting distortion toward the edge .of the
by oxygen to give shorter melting and film. Long exposure time will film, the time factor for completion
time; and complete and efficient con- result in over-penetration of the nor- of the picture, and the slow rate of
trol labs have done away with "guess mal sized section, whereas short ex- penetration made them impractical
analysis" to produce various types of posure will result in under-penetra- for use in a large casting foundry.
accurately specified steel. tion and a light negative. Naturally, ,
More recently the use of x-ray and high voltages and long exposure times Shrinkage

photomicrography has become part are not used for very thin sections; The most common defect discov-
of foundry practice. The application and, conversely, low voltages and ered in x-ray analysis is shrinkage.
of these two technical -features to short exposure are not used' for thick This is the result of poorly fed cast- '
steel casting has enabled the industry sections. ings, the normal contraction of
to produce stronger, lighter, Ionger- Radiation within the metal causes the metal during solidification, and
life castings having more simplified distortion of the picture. To reduce the formation of hot spots in the
design and needing less machining for the effects of this stray radiation, the molds which prevent uniform solidifi-
completion. Of the two, x-ray has the film is lined on both sides with thin cation. Shrinkage is generally found
greater and more useful possibilities. lead screens. These screens serve both along the axis of the section (center
With it the interior of the casting is as filters for the scattered radiations line shrinkage), on corners, and at
exposed for inspection without the and as intensifiers for the perpendi- poorly fed spots in the castings.
need for cutting or breaking. cular x-rays. Shrinkage can be controlled by the
The most useful function of the Previous to the use -of x-rays, ra- use of chills to prevent hot spots, by

x-ray is to show defects and discon- dium capsules were used for radio the use of "risers" to prevent contrac-
tinuities in the casting structure. This
is done by directing a beam of x-rays
upon the casting. The x-rays, having
the ability to penetrate the steel with-
out being totally absorbed, record the
density of the casting upon a film
placed behind the casting. The great-
er the thickness of steel, the more the
rays are absorbed, so that a defect
or cavity in the metal causes less ab-
sorption. This is indicated on the
film, as the less dense portions of the
metal appear dark while the thicker
and more solid sections appear light.

Size of equiplIlent
X-ray equipment varies in _size ac-

cording to the thickness of the cast-
ings to be examined. A 220-250 K.V.
machine is efficient for thicknesses up
to two inches, while 1000 K.V. ma-
chines can be used on 5...inch thick-
nesses with excellent results. The most
efficient voltage to use is the lowest
voltage .that ,:ill give. a clear, sharply --William Powell Co.
contrastIng picture In a reasonable - .. . . . .. . .. - An x-ray radIograph showinq a shnnkage cavIty at the [unction of the dlaphram
exposure time. wall and outer wall of the casting.
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-James D. Gadd
This machine pro d u c e s x-ray radio-

gra:phs of steel castings.

tion, and by good flow de ign in the
molds themselves. Shrinkage can be
a very serious defect, a it cau es a
cavity which so weakens the ca ting
that often a fracture may result.

Other defects
Gas pockets and porosity are other

defects found by x-ray. These are
caused by incomplete deoxidation of
the steel and by air or gases trapped
in the molds. Proper corrections for
these defects are the use of vents on
the cope side of the mold and com-
plete deoxidation of the steel.

Other defects found by x-ray are
the presence of foreign matter, hot
cracks, cold cracks, and misruns. All
of these defects can be found by the
proper use of the x-ray equipment.
The examination of the negatives
should be made with a viewer, which
brings out and clearly contrasts the
details.

Discontinuities show as dark places
on the negative, while the solid cast-
ing appears clear. Shrinkages appear
as irregular light gray and dark gray
masses on the film. The magnitude
and darkness of the color of the pic-
ture depend upon the size of the
cavity. A large, deep cavity will ap-
pear darker on the film than a
smaller, microscopic cavity. Gas
pockets appear as circular cavities.
Porosity appears as tiny pin hole cavi-
ties, dark needle shapes, or pin points
on the radiograph.

Thus by the use of x-ray both the
defect and its position can be deter-
mined. With this knowledge the nec-
essary steps for correction can be
taken and better castings produced. /
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PhOlol1licl'ogl'GDhs
Photomicrographic examination is

microscopic inspection coupled with
taking a picture of what is seen
through the microscope.

In the steel foundry, photomicro-
graphic inspection has two general
uses: first, the inspection of the grain
structure of finished steel for results
of heat treatment; second, inspection
for other defects such as inclusions
and shrinkages.

The inspection is done under lOOX
magnification. The specimen must be
polished and then is etched in a 4
per cent Nital solution. The etching
brings out the grain boundaries so
that they are clearly visible under the
scope.

This practice has many definite
advantages over ordinary microscopic
inspection. It enables laboratories to
keep permanent records of the in-
spection; it presents a clear, accurate
picture of the subject; it eliminates
the repolishing of specimens and the
setting up of equipment if a repeat
analysis is necessary; and it makes
possible the printing of such observa-
tions for study.

The purpose of heat treatment is
to so change the physical properties
of the "as cast" steel as to adapt it
to the requirements of the work it is
to perform; that is, to increase ten-
sile strength, ductility, hardness. "As
cast" steel has a coarse grain struc-
ture, a fairly low tensile strength, and
low ductility. It is fairly soft.

The use of photomicrography as a
check on heat treatment should be
recognized as a vital part in prod uc-
ing better and more efficient castings.

Another important use of photo-
micrography is the inspection of fin-
ished steel for inclusions.

Inclusions are solid, non-metallic

Photomicrograph of "crs cast" steel.
Long, straight. hit Ii es meeting in

center are grain boundaries.

particles of microscopic size, and are
formed by the chemical reactions of
steel making. The control of inclu-
sions is a necessity, as they have a
great effect upon the physical proper-
ties of the teel; although inclusions
are present in all types of steel, cer-
tain kinds are highly detrimental and
are the cause of ruptures and failures
when the castings are put to test.

Inclusions
The first type of inclusion is caused

by slag particles, furnace or ladle
refractories, or other types of foreign
matter. This type of inclusion is rare-
ly dangerous and can be controlled
by careful work and inspection of
equipment.

The second type of inclusion is the
"circular type," which forms during
the deoxidation of the iron oxides in
the steel with silicon and manganese.
In this reaction, iron manganese sili-
cate inclusions are formed, the
amount of inclusion matter resulting
being proportional to the amount of
iron oxide present in the steel bath.
Also formed by this type of deoxida-
tion are iron manganese sulfide inclu-
sions. These are formed by the pres-
ence of sulphur in the steel, the
amount of inclusion being governed
by the amount of sulphur present.

Both the silicate inclusion and the
sulfide inclusion are round in shape
and are distributed at random
throughout the steel. They do not
harm the physical properties except
when they are present in great quan-
tities.

Deoxidation with the critical amount
of aluminum causes a change in the
type of inclusion. The silicate inclu-
sions are reduced by the aluminum
leaving the sulfides. The solubility of
the sulfide inclusions depends upon

(Continued on page 28)

American Steel Foundries.
Photomicrograph of a Normalized steel
sample. Size of grain is small compared

with 'as cast" steel.
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Robert Fremont Ch, E. ~50 and Gordon Qeidman M. E. ~48

WINTER'S icy blasts once again
cause Quadranglians to change

the oil in their slip sticks. For this
year's crop of freshmen, this issue will
mark their introduction to theactivi-
ties column of the Co-op ENGINEER.
This article is simply a digest of what's
doing by whom, or something. Wash-
ing is also taken in when things are
quiet. Enough of this idle chatter;
let's get down to some choice gossip.
Do you realize the significance of the
colors"of the registration cards, those
immense pasteboards that would give
writer's cramp to a journalism stu-
dent? We have inside information
that the white freshman card stands
for the innocence and purity with
which the new students enter these
glorious halls of learning. The green
for the sophomore reflects his com-
plexion after getting through that
horrible freshman year. The pre-
junior's orange is taken from the
shape of fruit of same name. This cir-
cular design, called a "zero," is a
familiar sign in certain courses. The
yellow of the junior's card is a sign of
his fear that he may not become a
senior, and senior's blushing pink is
a reversion to the tender skin of a ,
baby just emerging into the world.

The mechanicals
started the year's
activities ·with a
picnic at Califor-
nia Na ture Pre-
serve. Wine and
women were pres-
ent, but unfortu-

nately there was little singing. The
school year was new and the thought
of what was to come probably influ-
enced this. Movies have been the
chief feature of the regular A.S.M.E.
meetings. These have included, a film
on precision' manufacturing by the
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Cincinnati Milling Machine Co. and
one on the maintenance of roller bear-
ings by the Timken Bearing Co. We
have also been informed that the
A.S.M.E. has over 150 paid-up mem-
bers. Quite a change from a few years
back, when there were only about that
number in the entire College of Engi-
neering.

III' The e lec tr ica l s, ... ~\LAJJ(.. \I~~ ...+ .. r;" have been causing
; i·:·:. 7'~:,1'fC:.~~a:::y~6 i~ .:

fI!i~ things properly or-
nov ganized f or this

year they held an' election, the results
of which are' as follows:

Chairman-David O. Duncan
Vice Chairman-s-Albert J. Hobday
Sec'y. Sec. I-Walter R. Fried
Sec'y. Sec. 2-H. Gerald McGuire.
On Hallowe'en night a section

change party was held at Quebec Gar-
dens. Phil Jones acted as M. C. with
Sue McDevitt .helping out. The usual
cries of "Thank Goodness It's. Over"
were heard mingled with the moans of
those getting ready to return to school,
Another section change affair is sched-
uled for December 19. We have been
made to understand that this is to be
a shade more decorous.

The tentative program for the year
is enticing to, put it mildly. Speakers
have been ·lined up for an array of
subjects like - Engineers and Patent
Law, Astronomical Calculations Using
Punched Card' Controlled Computing
Machines, Engineers and Labor Re-
lations, Atomic Energy' Power Plants,
and Foreign Electronics and Power
Developments. Also an evening has
been set aside by the Cincinnati Sec-
tion of A'.I.E.E. for a thesis presenta-
tion.

Eta Kappa Nu, honorary fraternity
for upperclassmen in Electrical Engi-

neering, pledged the following men
this fall: Marion L. Lach, Harry C.
McGuire, William J. Montgomery,
Arnold M.. Spielberg, and Robert B.
Wehrman-all juniors, and one senior,
William D. Ryckman. The initiation
was held in Hotel Alms on October
31. The president of the society"
James E. Matt, was the principal
speaker at that time and illustrated
his talk with slides of India.'

This year Eta KappaNu revived a
custom that was dropped during the
war, by once more giving an award
to the outstanding pre-junior in Elec- r

trical Engineering. The '-award, an
Engineering Handbook, was given this
year to Arnold M. Spielberg.

This year's activi-
ties of the Civils
started with a stag
picnic held at Sha-
ron Woods. As is
usually the case in,
these aff airs, the
favorite diversion

consisted in running around' the bases,
back to the keg at home plate.

The fall activities for the A.S.C.E.
commenced with an all-day trip spon-
sored by the Chamber -of Commerce
of Cincinnati. This excursion took the
junior and senior civils on a tour
around the 'city 'to view the proposed
sites, of the new expressways that are
one day to lead. into the' Queen City.
The trip started with the showing of
models of the Cleveland expressway.
These models, as well as those of the
local Northeast Expressway, were ex-
amined with professional interest and
admired by all the) embryonic engi-
neers. For those who do not have .a
compass handy, Northeast is in the
direction of Reading Road. The tour
ended at the Wright plant, where the
members heard a lecture on the pro-
posed highway system. A large bill--
board, similar to the one in Lytle
Park, helped the lecturer to illustrate
his points. We understand that these
billboards are worth seeing, and we
urge every future taxpayer to take a
good look at them. Lunch, served at
the Topper Ballroom with the Cham-
ber of Commerce acting as host, was
followed by a movie made for the
Portland 'Cement Co. This movie,
which illustrates the planning and
building of a number of expressways
in various states, was of so great in-
terest to the Civils that the president
of the A.S.C.E., Robert Whitehead,

(Continued on page 30)
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New Pr-od"D.cts
Flexible tape bealn
c:olnpass

A compact and rapid radius setting
compass has recently been marketed.
This compass uses the principle of the
flexible-rigid type of .retractable steel
tape.

Radius settings up to 72" may be
used. When not in use the instrument
is housed in a die cast case.

Steel-tape beam compass for drew-
ing large radius circles.

A legible scale is imprinted on the
tape. The tape is locked in place by
a brake lever arm. Standard drafting
pencils or a steel scriber may be used
to draw the radius.

This compass is a time saver for
engineering and architectural drafts-
men. When used with the metal
scriber it can be used by shop layout
men, carpenters, and wood workers.

Courtesy: THE OMICRON COM-
PANY, Glendale 4, California

Portable hardness tester
Hardness testing is made easy and

inexpensive with this portable hard-

ness tester. Sheets and bars can be
checked without cutting off pieces.
Large machined parts can also be
tested without being moved around.

The entire unit weighs only 3
pounds and has a capacity of up to
4 inches. Rounds and Hats in hard or
soft material from very thin up to
full capaci ty thickness can be checked
quickly and accurately.

Shape of frame is similar to that
of a micrometer. As pressure is ap-
plied to the penetrator, by means of
the handwheel, the frame springs
slightly. A lever, extending across the
front of the frame, actuates the dial
indicator when pressures are applied
and released. A diamond point is
used for testing hardened steel and a
ball tip is used when testing soft ma-
terials. The indicator dial has g~adu-
ation lines which show when pressures
of 60, 100, and 150 kilograms are
applied. The hardness, in Rockwell
numbers, is read directly from the
graduated barrel dial. A lucite mag-
nifier is mounted above this dial for
more accurate readings.

Courtesy: AMES PRECISION MA-
CHINE WORKS, Waltham 54, Mass.

Rydrauli~ally controlled
earth drill

This earth drill is designed for
rapid "setting-up" and for conveni-
ence in transporting. Hydraulic
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This portable hard-
ness tester is con-
venient for checking

sheets and bars.

Louis Patalita M. E. ~48

Earth Driller for construction jobs.

power is used to move the tower into
position. Finger tip controls permit
rapid adjustment of the drill head to
a vertical position. All leveling ad-
justments for either straight holes or
anchor holes are completely hydraulic.

The earth drill ~an be used for
setting up poles, pre-boring for piles,
foundation hole work, and other jobs
which require the constant moving of
equipment. Holes from 6 to 42 inches
in diameter can be bored to a depth

, of 10 feet.
A slow speed 4-cylinder gasoline

engine is used to power the drilL The
entire mechanism is mounted on an
"I" beam of structural steel.

Courtesy: BUDA COMP~Y, Harvey,
Illinois.

Phase shifter
Calibration of wattmeters and the

testing of electronic circuits and other
apparatus can be done faster with a
new portable phase shifter developed
recently.

Either voltage or current can be

Portable phase shifter in use.
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shifted with respect to another voltage
or curren t. Accuracy of 1 electrical
degree can be achieved.

The instrument weighs 101'2pounds
and stands less than 10 inches high.
It can easily be carried from place to
place.

Courtesy: ·GENERAL ELECTRIC,
Schenectady, New York.

Microprojeclor

A laster and easier method of dust-
counting.

The microprojector is designed to
simplify the determination of nu-
merical concentration of various dust
samples.

A sample of the air being tested is
first trapped in a dust counting cell.
This cell is then placed under the
objective lens of themicroscope. The
Dust-Vue Microprojector projects the
microscopic field image on a ruled',
translucent screen, 250mm x 200mm,
with a magnification of 1000 diame-
ters. A count is taken of the dust
particles visible and this number is
multiplied by the proper constants to
determine the number of dust par-
ticles in a cubic millimeter.

Readily portable and sturdily built,
this microprojector can be conveni-
ently used for field as well as labora-
tory work. Light is provided by a
tungsten-mercury arc lamp.

Any standard fork-stand type mi-
croscope can be used. It is placed
directly under the microprojector
screen, thereby simplifying aligning
and focusing, and making remote con-

trols unnecessary. A removable screen
shield permits light room counting .. '

Courtesy: MINE SAFETY APPLI-
ANCE COMPANY, Pittsburgh 8, Pa.

Flalne spraying 0f pow-
dered Inetals

The spray gun used to apply pow-
dered metal wire to a surface.

Flame spraying of metallic mate-
rials is a process that has been used
successfully for ten years. The new
feature of!this gun is the use of a wire
rod made of powdered metal and
held together with a plastic binder.

This wire is fed into a conventional
flame spray gun and applied to the
surface being treated. During this
process the plastic is completely vola-
tilized and the metal only is deposited.
A torch is used to fuse this deposit to
result in a permanent hard facing
over. the surface.

In addition to being wear resistant,
this surface is non-magnetic and non-
sparking. Melting point is 1850 to
2050 degrees F. Hardness as deposited
is 55 to 60 Rockwell G.

Courtesy: METALLIZING ENGI-
NEERING CO., Long Island City, N. Y.

Core-plate enGlnel lester

Checking the insulating qualities.
. of coatings.

Insulating qualities of core - plate
enamel can be checked "under pres-
sures and temperature which simulate
actual operating conditions by the use
of this new tester.

Courtesy: GENERAL ELECTRIC,
Schenectady, New York.

Hole in a cloud
This 15-mile-Iong, three-mile-wide

L-shaped hole, roughly twice the area
of Manhattan Island, New York City,
was produced in a supercooled or
icing cloud by seeding the cloud with
dry-ice pellets. Since such a hole is.
free of dangerous icing conditions, an
airplane could descend or ascend
through it safely, according to Dr ..
Irving Langmuir, scientist of the Gen-
eral Electric Research Laboratory. Dr ..
Langmuir estimates that by dry-ice
seeding :a plane could, within 15 min-
utes' time, clear a hole large enough
to ascend or descend.

Courtesy : GENERAL ELE'C'TRIC CO.,
Schenectady, N. Y.
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Cloud precipitation induced by dry ice seeding.
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Back row: Tom Worcester. Walter Heintz. ~en Bemmlin. George Reitman. Frank Colville. Van Mader. G. F~ Ahlhrandt. and Henry
Roos. Front row: Hunter Hanley. Deem JI:erman Schneider. Prof. Evans. Prof. Marks. Prof. Eddy. "Pete" Crane. and Fred Melhope.

t
1

and that from there he went with the Mr. Worcester has taken a great in- "Pete" Crane has held a great vari-
Republic Steel Company. He resides terest in the development of young ety . of positions; ranging from civil-
in suburban Chicago. engineers. He has given much encour- service work to stock market activity.

Th t 1 tric 1 n inee ing ageme.nt to them in the preparation His civil-service work consiste.d in thee wo e ec I'I a e gI r . .. . .
d t f the cl ss r Thomas A. of technical papers and In the editing design and construction of Southern

gra ua es 0 . IS a s a e f·· blicatior h Ohi R· d·W t d B R lin 0 engIneerIng pu ications sue as 10' rver ams from Pittsburgh toorces er an en· emm 1 • " . " . . '.
The COOPERATIVEENGINEER. LOUISVIlle. He left the civil service

Th A W .. . in 1907 to work as Assistant Produc-olnas. oreester Th.·..e other electrical engIneerIng ti M . t h C·· . M.II. . . . Ion anager ate' mcmnati 1-
Mr. Worcester, of Schenectady, New graduate, ~en Remmhn, hves In ing Machine Company, where he re-

York has been affiliated with the Dayton, OhIO. If any of the readers . d . til th tb k f h fi' , f hi: . I' " ". h h D maine un 1 e ou rea 0 t erst
General Electric Company since his 0 t IS artie e c~-op WIt t e ay- World War. At that time he was
graduation. Upon completion of the ton Power and LIght Company~ they made Chief Engineer for the U. S.

d . ··b d b undoubtedly know Mr. Remmlin as 0 d '.stu ent traming course prescrI e y . ". . ..' r nance Company In Hamilton,
General Electric, he entered the Power he IS;I~ ch~rge of en~Ineenng there. Ohio, manufacturing howitzer gun
Mining Engineering Department. Mr. Following hIS graduation he went to carriages.
Wercester did a great deal of pioneer- work .••for this organization Jand has With the termination of hostilities
i?g wor~ in ~he design and applica- remained with it ever since. he formed a consulting engineering
tion of lightning 'arrestors and power- Th ··1 . . . d partnershl.·p with his former superior. . . ree CIVI-engIneerIng gra uates, .. .' .
transmission systems. '.,'" " . at the Cincinnati Milling Machineof this class are Holden Pete Crane,· . . .

During the period following the W· I . H . d H R Company. WIth offices In .the Union
a ter emtz, an enry oos. C ,. I B ildi hfirst World War the electrical indus- entra UI lng, tt ey proceeded to

try expanded rapidly and the abilities . design such establishments as the
f M· W t 1· it d b th "Pete" Crane Acme Machine Tool Company ando r. orces er were so ICIe 0 h G ld Eb h d C . f. . t e ou er ar o. manu ac-In. this country and abroad. Because Alth...·ough Mr. Crane graduated as t f .h d' .

. . urers 0 s apers an gear cutters In
of his proficiency with long high-volt- a civil, engineer, he later went Into In- Newark New Jerse. The artner-

.. . dId ·'1'· . "P" C' . , y page transmission systems an arge ustria engIneerIng. ete rane s ship was dissolved in 1924 and Mr.
hydro-electric stations, he was sent to educa~ional record is unusual in that Crane, became Sales Engineer for the
India, where he spent nearly six he never attended high school, but Robinson Meyer Company until 1927,
months engineering their largest hy- worked as an apprentice for five years when he formed another consulting
dro-electric transmission system. He before. entering the University of Cin- engineering partnership in which he
has been active in the American Insti- cinnati, where he was affiliated with was active until his retirement in
tute of Electrical Engineers during his Sigma Chi fraternity. He has been 1937.
business career and he served on retired for some ten years and resides .•
many of its committees. with his family in Clifton. Walter J. Heintz

Mr. Walter J. Heintz has remained
in his chosen line to the present day
as part owner of the Consumers Ma-
terials Company. He is engaged in
the manufacturing and retailing of
building materials. His start was made
with the Pennsylvania Railroad as a
construction engineer on the Pitts-
burgh to Cleveland Iine, Here he
worked under Mr. George LeBoutil-
lier, also a U. C. graduate, who later
became vice-president of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad. Mr. Heintz re-
turned to Cincinnati in 1912 to ac-
cept a position as sales engineer with
the Moores-Coney Company. By 1920
he rose to the presidency, where he
remained until the company was dis-
solved in 1939. He then organized
and incorporated his own business,
which today operates three plants and
employs close to one hundred people.

Mr. Henry Roos, the third member
of the civil-epgineering trio, has held
a diversity of jobs since his gradu-
ation. They range from his own con-
struction business and war-time engi-

(Continued on page 26)
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GRADS
AROUND THE GLOBE

Class of 1904
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IN THE year 1904 the University some of the more notable being the partment, he later focused his atten-
of Cincinnati was a comparatively Chamber of Commerce Building, the tion on the commercial angle and

small institution with an enrollment Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co. Build- entered sales work. Rising through
of approximately 700 students. The ing, and the Queen City Club, as well the ranks to assistant manager, then
physical property consisted of Mc- as the University Library and the to sales manager in 1930, and finally
Micken Hall and one small adjacent Student Union. to vice-president last year, he has
building. just recently retired. However, the

The entrance to the campus was a Huntel'Handley co~p~ny haspers.uaded him to re-
footpath which meandered through In 1901 Mr. Hanley entered the mam In the capacity of management

I' hi k di . th' consultant.a ocust t IC et surrou.n In? e cam- University of Cincinnati from the
pus. The present Engineering Quadr- University of Missouri as both stu-"
angle was also a woods, It was here dent and professor. His first job on Fred Mel~ope
~ha~,the stude~ts cond~cted research the present campus was the planning A close college friend {)f Mr. Ahl-
In Parkology.. Even In those days of the roadway which now runs from brandt's was Fred Melhope, another
the men outnumbered the women. University Avenue past McMicken member of the 'class of 1904. The

The Engineering College- consisted HalL Between 1901 and 1904 he ac- writer was unsuccessful in his efforts
of a few rooms in the no~th wing of q~ired s~fficient credits? along with to communicate with Mr. Melhope.
McMicken Hall. The curriculum cen- hIS teaching, to secure hIS Bachelor of H' d k th t h k .d

"1 b" S . ··M h . I 'E . .. owever, we 0 now. a e wor etered about such a courses as cience In . ec anica nglneerlng. h A '. R II· M·Il C
. . f··· ·1 1906 M 'H 1 at t e merican 0 Ing I om-carpentry, pattern making, and oun- Remaining unti , r. an ey ". ..

-dry, rather than the more technical went on to obtain his Master's De- pany for a while WIth Mr. Ahlbrandt,

labs through which today's students gree. This marked the first year a "Y;"'""="''''C'':' .".,.:.:.:."=",:: .."",,.""""""'~.....".,..""""""""""""""'''''''''''''''''''''''''"'''' •••••.."..'"'''''''''''.,.,.,.,...'''"'''''''''''_

must struggle. Master's degree could be given on
:-collegia te work alone.

Faculty of 1904 Taking his fir~t position as a field
The faculty was quite select and engineer, Mr. Hapley had a hand in

was already considering new pro- the construction of the 'Cincinnati
posals such as the cooperative system, Water Works out Coney Island way.
which was gaining in support; for it When America entered the first
was in this very year, 1904, that Her- World War in 1918, Mr. Hanley en-
man Schneider, the originator of the tered the Army. Upon. his return in
co-op system, came to the University 19"19 he orzanized a structural enzi-

D . 0

of Cincinnati as an instructor. neering partnership in which he has
This Class of 1904 has the distinc- remained to the present day.

tion of being the first engineering At this time the writer wishes to
class to be graduated from the present acknowledge the valuable assistance
campus. Formerly the Engineering given by Mr. Gus 'F. Ahlbrandt, also
College had been Cincinnati Tech, a 1904 graduate. Mr. Ahlbrandt sup-
located on McMicken Avenue. plied valuable information z on the

These facts were given to the writer whereabouts of his former classmates.
by a graduate of this class, Mr. Hun- He also furnished the accompanying
ter Hanley of' Hanley & Young, struc- picture. Mr. Ahlbrandt "received his
tural engineers in downtown Cincin- degree in chemical engineering and
nati. Mr. Hanley has played a major immediately got ajob with the Amer-
part in the construction of many of ican Rolling MiII Company. Starting
Cincinnati's outstanding buildings, as a chemist in the open-hearth de-



From the Editor's desk - - --
Three for one

Modeling clay, slide rules, and add-
ing machines ... what do they have
in common?

The clay stands for our frivolous
friends of Swift and Baldwin who
paint pictures and make statues and
have a gay time. Adding machines
are for the mercenary merchants who
learn for five years .how to make
money. And slide rules are the symbol
of those sterling students of the quad-
rangle, the engineers.

They all have one thing in com-
mon--the quadrangle.

On January 31, a dance sponsored
by organizations from each of the
quadrangle colleges will be held in the
Great Hall. The primary purpose of
the party will be to promote good will
and friendship among the schools.

Until recently, Business, Applied
Arts, and Engineering were all a part
of the Engineering college. For many
years annual dances backed by the
Co-op Club were held for all mem-
bers of 'the Quadrangle. In 1940, the
Engineering Tribunal took over and
for three years sponsored the Engi-
neer's Ball.

At each of these dances the Queen
of the Quadtangle was' chosen. It is
interesting to note that at the dance
of 1938-39, A.I.Ch.E. upset the sorori-
ties when its candidate won the crown.

In a university as large as ours, it's
hard for people to get to know each
other in their own department, to say
nothing of, other parts of the sc4001.

It's unfortunate, because we all
have much to learn from our fellow
students, especially those, in fields
other than our ,own. As it stands, we
get the point of view of our own kind
only-it's one-sided.

The big, 'bad world demands more
from its successful citizens - it de-
mands understanding and broadmind-
edness, the will and ability to get
along with other people.

So let's support the Quadrangle
Dance -let's get to know the other
-angles of Baldwin, Swift, and Chemis-
try. Let's make the 31st an experi-
ence in friendship and understanding.

Run-of-the-lIIill?
Are we going to be run-of-the-mill

engineers after graduation or will we
be professional men? The answer to
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this depends not only on the formal
training one receives, but also on the
extent to which one participates in
extracurricular activities.

Dr. Frank Endicott, Director of
Placement at Northwestern Universi-
ty conducted a survey among 130
companies during 1947. These com-
panies have hired employees at the
college level; they do have experience
behind their preferences. The point
which most companies agreed upon
was the answer to the question, "Do
you find that participation in athletics
and socialorganizations provides espe-
cially desirable experiences ?" Since
90% of the companies said yes., it is
seen that the acceptance of responsi-
bility is of major significance.

In becoming established in indus-
try, we will first be given routine,
familiarizing problems which are to
acquaint us with the company and to
test our ability and general qualifica--
tions. One way to achieve more rapid
advancement is to have had experi-
ence, not necessarily in that particu-
lar field, but in a position that re-
quired thought and the making of
decisions-decisions which cannot be
arrived -at by substituting in formulas.

Whether or not you hold a high
responsible position in an activity
does not change the overall picture.
The fact that a student takes the time
and effort from studies and pleasure
to participate, proves that that man
wants to be in the know and to be
more than the run-of-the-mill stu-
den t. This is an indication of the
type of employee the man will be.

You may think that with so many
capable students on campus there
isn't much chance for you. However,
to prevent a few students from run-
ning many activities, Student Council
has reinstated the policy of assigning
poin t values to the various positions
and activities and placing a limit
upon the number of points which any
one student may acquire. This will
increase the opportunity of everyone
for more rapid 'advancement.

By participating in school activities
of all sorts, net worth and potential
success are greatly enhanced. The as-
sumption of responsibility takes prac-
tice-there is no, better time to start
than now.

R. L.

Forlftula for plain talk
Give an engineer the right formula

and he can solve any problem, abso-
lutelyany.

He can find the perimeter of a cir-
cle by P===3: 14 D; voltage is easy
by E==IR; without F==MA he would
be lost. But what does he do when
he wants' to express himself? Where
will he find the formulae that will tell
him how to write or speak so that
people will understand what he means?

"The Art of Plain Talk" is a book
written by Rudolf Flesch. It tells you
how to express yourself in plain
language. It is short and very inter-
esting; there are many examples from
well-known books and magazines that
illustrate the author's objectives. It
is written in plain, everyday English
and is easy to read. But that's not all!

There is a forrnula, . . and charts
. " and numbers. You can take any
piece of writing, apply the formula,
and come out with the answer in
terms of readability or understanda-
bility ... anywhere from Very Easy
to Very Difficult. Here at last is a
method that puts writing or speaking
on the engineer's home ground.

Actually, the formula applies to
material that has already been writ-
ten. When you know what makes a
piece Easy, you will be well along the
path toward knowing how to con ..
struct an Easy speech or story. A little
practice and there you are~

Here's the way it's done, in brief.
The following terms are calculated
and inserted into the formula:

S==Average length of sentences.
A==Number of affixes per IOtl words

(an affix is something that is
stuck on, such as the ment in
treatment) .

P==Number of personal references
per 100 words.

D==[SX.1338] + [AX.0645]'-
[PX.0659] - .75

D==The difficulty score.
Then you refer to a little table and

find out whether your answer means
Very Easy, Standard, Very Difficult,
or anything in between.

This is a natural for engineers. With
the help of "The Art of Plain Talk,"
writing need no longer be a thing of
mystery . . . just put in the numbers.
and grind out the answers.

COOPERATIVE ENGINEER



NUMBER 9 OF A SERIES
I

for Engineers
Winding wire

• on a "wedding ring"
This is the "Sea Breeze," a machine developed by
Western Electric engineers. It solves the problem of
winding wire half the thickness of a human hair on a
toroidal core the size of a wedding ring. Com pressed
air drives the flyer which maintains the wire under

_positive tension at all times, winding as many as
40,000 turns of #46 wire on the core. It winds finer
wire than any previous machine, lays turns more uni-
formly, winds a wider range of wire sizes, increases
efficiency in utilization of winding space and permits
the manufacture of coils half the size of those previ-
ously possible.

Metal welding
that saves millions ••.

Here, palladium and nickel tape are welded together
at the rate of 400 feet an hour. Tiny bars are later
snipped from this bi-metal tape and used to replace the
precious pinhead-size platinum rivets once used as
contacts in Bell System relays. These contacts, which
minimize noise in telephone conversation, are used by
the billions in relays that perform switching opera-
tions. The use of this bi-metal tape ... devised by Bell
Telephone Laboratories scientists and produced on
machines developed by Western Electric engineers
. . . saves millions of dollars a year in the cost of
producing telephone equipment.

Engineering problems are many and varied at Western Electric, where
manufacturing telephone and radio apparatus for the Bell System is the primary
job. Engineers of many kinds-electrical, mechanical, industrial, chemical,
metallurgical-are constantly working to devise and improve machines and proc-
esses for mass production of highest quality communications equipment.

Wi!siernElecfric
a UNIT or THE BELL SYSTEM SINCE 1882
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The world began to enjoy the
fruits of inventive genius when
machine tools were developed that
would work in metal in the same
way that a carpenter's tools' work
in wood. With machine tools for
turning, drilling, planir:g, grinding,
and milling-the "Five Basic Arts"
of removing metal-there dawned
the machine age, providing me-
choniccl conveniences in quantities
never dreamed of in the age of
hand tools.

ROBERT FULTON
When Robert Fulton was only 17

he was already recognized as a por-
trait painter in Philadelphia. How-
ever, he is best known as the first man
to build a successful steamboat.

Fulton was born in 1765 near Lan-
caster, Pennsylvania. At 14 he equip-
ped a heavy fishing boat with paddle
and wheels which turned with a
crank. In 1806 he began building the
Clermont in New York.

Others, among them John Fitch,
had started work some years earlier
in attempts to build steam-powered
boats. Fulton himself disclaimed credit
for the invention of the steamship"
But whether or not it actually was
the first steamship, as it has come to
be generally accepted, the Clermont
was the first to be opera ted success-
fully.

On August 17, 1807, when the
Clermont was ready for its first voy-
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It.

THAT MADE HISTORY
age, people came from all over to
jeer it. They were so fearful of the
"puffing demon," Fulton could get
only twelve passengers aboard.

"Want us to be blasted to bits ?"
people asked.

As, if in reply, its tall, black, un-
gainly smokestack belched smoke and
sparks, its machinery gave forth an
unearthly growling and rumbling.
Nevertheless, seven-foot paddle wheels
frothing, the "puffing demon" moved
'into the Hudson.

The crowd was amazed. The scof-
fing stopped. So did the Clermont.
Then the scoffing took up where it
left off.

"I told you so, I knew it 'wouldn't
,work!", the crowd chorused.

Fulton righted a gadget. The Cler-
mont started up again, and 32- hours
later arrived in Albany 150 miles
away. The steamboat had proved it-
self a success.

Now Fulton ran into fresh difficul-
ties. 'Competitors operated below 'Cost
to drive him off the river. They paid
men to join his crews and wreck his
machinery, then spread word that the
Clermont was unsafe. But Fulton con-
tinued to build steamboats. By 1815
he had 17 in operation.

The Clermont, was enlarged, offer-
ing "de luxe service." No one was
allowed to lie down in the berths
"with their boots and shoes on." The
fine of violating this rule was $1.50;
"50c extra for every half hour."

Steamers made two to six trip's

where sailing ships had made one.
Trips that had taken weeks now took
days.

When this knowledge got around,
villages and towns along .our sea-
coasts, rivers, and the shores of our
Great Lakes began to see themselves
as important shipping centers. This
led to the building of ships' engines,
docks, canals, locks, and breakwaters
that alliazed the world. Like every
great mechanical invention, the steam-
boat created a vast number of new
jobs, crafts, skills, and. trades.

I .•

THOMAS BLANCHARD

An automobile engine has hundreds
of parts. In some. cases these parts
must fit within one ten-thousandth of
an inch, or "tolerances" ten times as
fine as a human hair. A lathe is one
of the many machine tools that help
to turn out such parts with preci-
sion and accuracy. One of these, the

Robert Fulton's steamship, the Clermont, made history when it made its
first trip on the Hudson in 1807.

COOPERATIVE ENGINEER



UGEE Pop, look! I got an A in Algebra, Glassworking is an old art which usually ent glass formulas already perfected,
a B in English and an A in Glass- takes years of apprenticeship to master. will some day help you in whatever work

craft!" The enthusiastic young man could Corning scientists and engineers can care- you're doing. For example, the addition
only be showing off a report card from fully work out on paper an intricate new of glass to your product may save your
one of the local high schools in Corning, use for glass. But the plan is useless company money or put them miles ahead
1\1. Y., where the age-old art of Glasscraft without skilled hands to produce the de- of competition. Just remember Corning
:"J one of the most popular courses in sired shape and texture. Products like when that day comes. Corning Glass
-he curriculum. the glass vacuum pump for extracting Works, Corning, New York.

After a few weeks' instruction, students vitamins from linseed oil, or the six-foot
become familiar with some of the funda- glass blueprint cylinder, or beautiful
mentals of glassworking. For example, Steuben crystal could not be completed

they even make part of the labora,tory without the "know-how" of experienced 0 RN' lNG'"
ware which is used in the school's chem- glassworkers. ..
istry classes. Upon completion of the Fortunately, Corning has a well-bal- (

Glass,craft co,urse, more than half of the anc,ed combination of research ,men . , mea n s
students have begun careers in Corning and craftsmen. Perhaps Corning' R - h· G'}
Glass Works plants. research, with over 50,000 differ- es earc In ass
MAKERS OF PYREX OVENWARE AND FLAMEWARE AND 37,000 OTHER GLASS PRODUCTS
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MEN AND MACHINES
(iCont,inued from page 20)

form-turning lathe, was invented by
Thomas Blanchard.
Thomas Blanchard was born in

1788 on a farm near Sutton, Massa-
chusetts. He didn't like farm work
and spent most of his time whittling
small figures out of wood. He'd often
whistle a monotonous tune, and when
he talked he stuttered. People thought
he was simple.
Thomas first showed his mechani-

cal ability at 14 when he invented an
apple parer that peeled apples 12
times as fast as they could be peeled
by hand. He became popular at the
"paring bees" which were common in
those days.

Like Eli Whitney, h~ got an order
to make muskets for the government.
More speed and accuracy were needed
to turn out the barrels, which were
cylindrical on one end and flat and
oval on the other. Blanchard wanted
to make a machine that would do this
in one operation.
He spent day and night thinking

about this lathe and whistling his
monotonous tune.
One day he was riding in a carriage

when suddenly the idea for the lathe
came to him. I've got it!" he cried
out. Startled passengers thought he
was crazy.
The time came when Blanchard

needed a second renewal of his patent
for the lathe and protection against
pirating. To get it he made small

Thomas Blanchard's form-turning lathe made copies of sculptures of Henry Clay
and Daniel Webster in 1830.

He was first recognized as an in-
ventor while working in his brother's
tack shop. Tacks were made by hand,
at little profit to the maker and at
great expense to the user. When his
brother paid the meager wages of his
20 employees, he had hardly anything
left. Thomas offered to make them
with a machine.
"I t takes a knack to make a tack.

No machine can do it!", his brother
objected.
Six years later Thomas perfected a

machine that made 500 tacks a min-
ute, and sold his patent for $5,000, a
fortune in those days.
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wooden copie of sculptures of Henry
Clay, John Calhoun, and aniel eb-
ster, famou and influential men in
the government. In 1830 he invited
them to the apitol to see his sculp-
tures and the lathe that made them,
and the renewal was granted.
Be ide turning out gun stocks and

barrels, the lath machined lasts for
shoes, tOJI handles, and wheel spokes
and made article longer or shorter,
right or left. It was one of the most
remarkable inventions of the time.
Meanwhile, the other four basic

machine tools-machines for remov-
ing metal by milling, grinding, plan-

ing, and drilling-were being devel-
oped to the requisite degree of ac-
curacy. 11modern machine tools are
adaptations or combinations of these
early cutting principles. Machine tools
now constitute the larger share of
productive equipment in our coun-
try' s factories and make precision
parts for everything from orange
squeezers to airplanes.

EXPRESSW AYS
(Continued from page 8)

ways are less than half what they are
on ordinary highways.
During a three and a half year

period, the accident rate on the Mer-
ritt Parkway, between Greenwich and
New Haven, was only 1.9 per million
vehicle-miles, compared with 4.7 on
the parallel section of U. S.Highway 1.
Examples of expressways are as yet

not too numerous - being relatively
new types of motorways. There are a
number of these, though, in and about
New York City and others in St.Louis,
Los Angeles, and Detroit. Plans are
being currently prepared, however, in
a great many cities, large and small,
for such expressways for post-war con-
struction.
The U. S. Public Roads Adminis-

tration, along with the State Highway
Departments, is now engaged in plan-
ning a national network of such mo-
torways, including connections into
and through most cities of some size,
and is ready to .finance some of these
projects.
The tentative national network in-

cludes two such expressways within
the Cincinnati Metropolitan Area, to
connect with Toledo and Lexington,
Columbus and Louisville. Their best
locations through the metropolitan
area were studied by the federal and
state highway agencies, and by the
local highway departments and the
Master Plan Division of the City Plan-
ning Commission.

Expressways in CinI Ii
Studies of traffic volume and direc-

tion to date indicate the need for two
radial expressways in Hamilton
County: one to follow the Millcreek
Valley, the other to run in a generally
northeasterly direction. A cross-con-
nector between the two radials, ap-
proximately on the Rapid Transit
right-of-way through Norwood, is in-
dicated. The two radials are to be
joined through a Third Street Dis-

(Continued on page 32)
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TO LOOK INTO STEEL-
AND YOUR fUTURE!

Developing high-voltage betatrons that look
deep into steel for hidden flaws ... turbines that
utilize the tornado force of expanding gases ..•
induction heaters and other electronic equip-
ment ... this is challenging work of absorbing
interest. This is the work of Allis-Chalmers.

Power generation, mining, processing, hy-
draulics-A-C's wide diversity in all fields offers
young engineers unmatched opportunities to de-
velop special talents, achieve success!

Write for Book No. 6085,
outlining A-C's Graduate

Training Course.

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.,
Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin



AUTO-TELEPHONES
(Continued from page 10)

driver's job requires him to be away
from the car for extended service.

The car antenna
The RF power from the output cir-

cuit of the transmitter is brought to
an antenna change-over relay. When-
ever the handset button is pushed,
the transmitter' is turned on and
switched to the antenna. This is
much the same as the whip antennae
seen on jeeps, police cars, and other
vehicles equipped with radio.

Recei i g ation
After leaving the car, the signal

carrying our hypothetical conversa-
tion is relatively weak. It is necessary,
therefore, for the telephone company
to have several receivers located in
different parts of the city to pick up
the signal before it becomes too at-
tenuated. In order to give complete
coverage all over th city, it has been
found necessary to install receivers at
209 West Seventh treet, Cleve Ex-
change, Mount Healthy Douglas Ex-
change, Hamilton, and on a water
tower in Fort Thomas, Ky.

From the receiving station the
signal is sent by land lines to the
radio control center at 209 West Sev-
enth Street. Leaving the control cen-
ter, the call goes to a manual switch-
board where the "mobile service oper-
ator" will connect it to the desired
line.

The return link
For a number of reasons the voice

of the person at the land phone does
not retrace the steps of the signal we
have just followed. Instead, it is sent
out from another radio station on a
different frequency.

The main reason for this is to pre-
vent the "singing" or "howling" which
would result if both sides of the con-
versation were carried on the same
channel. This singing is a condition
set up on a telephone circuit when
the signal tries to imitate a dog chas-
ing its tail. It finds a return path and
just goes 'round and 'round, setting
up a high-pitched whistle. This would
occur if the transmitter and receiver
at the same end of the circuit were
not on different frequencies. The
transmitter and receiver at the other
end of the circuit are on the same
pair of frequencies, but reversed.

K & E drafting instruments, equipment and materials
have been partners of leading engineers for 80 years
in shaping the modern world. So extensively are these
products used by successful men, it is self-evident that
K & E has played a part in the completion of nearly
every American engineering project of any magnitude.

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO.
NEW YORK • HOBOKEN, N. J.

Chicago • St. Louis • Detroit
San Francisco • Los Angeles • Montreal
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-Bell Telephone Co.
The control unit looks like an ordinary

auto radio.

After returning to the radio control
terminal on West Seventh Street, the
voice of the speaker at the stationary
telephone is routed to the Wabash
Exchange on Price Hill or to one at
Montana in Westwood. These are
two of the highest spots in Hamilton
County and for this reason the cen-
tral transmitters are located here.

Ultimately, the local urban service
is to be extended to include all of
Hamilton, Butler, and Clermont
Counties in Ohio and Campbell,
Boone, and Kenton Counties in Ken-
tucky.

F.M. -te ephone
This unit is also a frequency modu-

lated, ultra high frequency, radio
transmitter. As power is not so severe-
ly limited where commercial electrici-
ty is available, the unit is capable of
delivering two hundred and fifty
watts of energy to the antenna. This
increased power, combined with the
favorable height of the locations, allows
these installations to provide adequate
coverage for all of the urban terri tory
served by the company.

The central antenna
The antenna at the Wabash Ex-

change is mounted on a tubular' steel
mast, 9)12 inches in diameter at the
base and 312 inches at the top. The
rna t is 75 feet tall and towers 115
feet above the surrounding ground
level. This height will provide a mini-
mum of interference from ground re-
flections. Also on this building are
three other antennae, one, a seventy-
foot tower used with the transmitter
for the highway radio system, and
two maller masts for receiving and
general testing purposes.

partners in creating

Rates
The fees for using this equipment

are reasonable:
(Continued on page 29)

D,.aFtinz, Re,"odut:;on,
Surve!inz Equipmmt

lind Materials.
Slide Rules.

Measu,.inz Tapes.
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Rubber accelerators lead the way
to new agr'ieul'tur'al fungicides

Vulcanization accelerators for rubber
and agricultural fungicides would seem
to have little in common. But the wide
variety of interests of men in the Du
Pont organization sometimes result in
outstanding developments from such
apparently unrelated products.

A rubber chemist suggested to a plant
pathologist that derivatives of dithio-
carbamic acid, NH2-C (S)SH, parent
substance of a well-known group of rub-
beraccelerators, be tested asinsecticides.
His suggestion was based on the possi-
bility that sulfur combined in this form
might be more effective than free sulfur,
a recognized insecticide.

Entomologists and plant pathologists
investigated the fungicidal as well as
the insecticidal properties of this
group. One of the first compounds test-
ed, sodium dimethyldithiocarbamate,
(CHg)2N-C(S)SNa, even in dilutions
of 1:30,000,was found to be a powerful
fungicide, but somewhat injurious to
plant life.

This led to a systematic program of
research including other metallic salts,
the ethyl, propyl, butyl, phenyl, and
other aryl derivatives of the dithiocar-
bamates and thiuram mono- and di-
sulfides, and the related compounds

made from ethylenediamine and mor-
pholine. In this phase of the work, or-
ganic chemists played an important
role by suggesting various derivatives
and preparing them for tests. Later, in
cases where proper dispersion and ad-
herence of the compounds to plants were
.mportant, the skill ofphysical chemists
was called upon.

In general, the compounds of greater
chemical stability were found to be less
effective. Fungicidal efficiency dimin-
ished with increase in size of alkyl radi-
cal, and as aryl radicals were substituted
for alkyl. Thus the unusual situation
developed that with the exception of
the bisethylene (dithiocarbamates), the
first and simplest products tested, the
methyl derivatives, proved to be the
best fungicides.

Iron and zinc dimethyldithiocarbam-
ates, (CHa)2NC(S)-S-M-S-(S)CN
(CHg)2, are now sold as ttFermate" fun-
gicide and "Zerla te" fungicide respec-
tively, for control of fungous diseases of
many fruit and vegetable crops, to-
bacco, flowers and other ornamentals.
Zinc ethylenebis (dithiocarbamate),
Zn(-SC (S)NHCH2CH2NH (S) CS-),
marketed as "Parzate" fungicide, has
specific action in the control of late

Field testing of promising fungicides, including UParzate" formulations, for control of tomato late blight.

JANUARY, 1948

B. L. Richards, Jr. Ph.D., Cornell '44, and A. H.
Goddin, M.S., University of West Virginia '32,
test efficiency of UParzate" fungicide in control
of tomato late blight and bean rust. Equipment
is specially designed laboratory spray chamber.

blight on potatoes and tomatoes. Tetra-
methylthiuram disulfide, (CHg)2NC
(S)-S-S-C(S)N (CHg)2, is used in two
compositions, as "Arasan" disinfectant
for seeds and HTersan" fungicide for
turf diseases.

Overall, the derivatives of these
groups of compounds proved to be out-
standing as fungicides, rather than as
insecticides. Although a marked degree
of specificity for different pests was
characteristic of the members of this
series, it is interesting to note that all
three were highly effective. This work
offers still another example of how the
breadth of interest in a company like
Du Pont can lead to worthwhile de-
velopments.

Questions College Men ask
about working with Du Pont

What are the opportunitie
for research men?

Men qualified for fundamental or applied re-
search are offered unusual opportunities in
facilities and funds. Investigations in the
fields of organic, inorganic and physical
chemistry, biology, parasitology, plant path-
ology and engineering suggest the wide range
of activities. Write for booklet, "The Du
Pont Company and the College Graduate,"
2521-A Nemours Building, Wilmington 98.
Delaware.

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
••• THROUGH CHEMISTRY

More facts about Du Pont - Listen to "Cavalcade
of rlmerica," Mondays> 8 P.M.> EST on NBC
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ALUMNI
(Continued from page 17)

neering at the atom-bomb plant, to
stock-market activity. He re ides now
in Cincinnati's Hyde Park suburb.
Mr. Roos' main interest had been

focused on the contracting business
in its various forms. It was in 1917
that his real break came with the
patenting of the "RooShor". This is
an adjustable shore which eliminates
the continual cutting and fitting of
props in concrete-building construc-
tion. Adjustable from 8 to 14 feet,
it is equipped with an automatic lock-
ing device whereby the load does the
clamping. Mr. Roos manufactured
over a million of these shores and
main tained sales office in all the
large cities throughout the nation.
The RooShor is widely used today; it
was employed in the construction of
Cincinnati's new Terrace Plaza Hotel.
In 1927, while still manufacturing

the RooShor, Mr. Roos came out with
a patent on the Roo column clamp.
This column clamp is used today in
the forming of flat slab floors and
eliminates about 80 per cent of for-
mer labor costs.

Pipe line

With the "crash" of 1929 came the
ce sation of Mr. Roos' business. From
that time until recently he has
been hampered by poor health. Dur-
ing the war years, however, he ig-
nored this handicap and efficiently
accomplished a great number of jobs
for Uncle Sam. He was sent to New-
foundland as an engineer in the con-
struction of concrete docks in the har-
bor. From there he went to Oak
Ridge, Tennessee, where he worked
in the engineering department of the
atom-bomb plant. His next assign-
ment was at Camp .Bowie, exas, as
a mechanical engineer in the Post
Engineer's office. Finally he went in-
to the Navy Purchasing Office in Chi-
cago. There he acted as engineering
consultant in the purchase of supplies
for the entire Navy. With the end
of the war Mr. Roos retired.
Two members of the class of 1904,

Mr. George Reitman and Mr. Frank
Colville, are deceased. bout the
former nothing is known except that
he graduated as a civil engineer and
died about twenty year later.
The latter, Mr. Frank Colville,

graduated as a mechanical engineer.
The clas comedian, he wa reported

to be its most popular member. One
humorous incident which "Pete"
Crane recalls was when Frank Col-
ville was in the laboratory vehemently
expressing his disgust with the ex-
tremely boring technical courses.
Dean Schneider heard him and
walked over to say, "You know,
Frank, I hate this damn stuff too."

Westinghouse career
Frank Colville was first associated

with the Reno-Ketker Company as a
sales engineer. Remaining in the elec-
trical field he next was employed by
the Westinghouse Electric Co. in their
Louisville office. From there he was
promoted to district manager of their
Dayton office, and finally to district
manager of the Cincinnati office,
where he remained until his death a
few years ago.
The Class of 1904, though small,

has set an admirable and enviable
record of achievement which speaks
well for the high caliber of our Uni-
versity's training. Their accomplish-
ments for themselves, their communi-
ties, and their country constitute chal-
lenging examples for the students of
this genera~ion.

to he Stratosphere

Up in a stratosphere plane you'd breathe oxygen
from.a tank •••oxygenextracted fronlliquefied air.
Processing equiplllent in which the extraction
takes place calls for sornetlririg extraordinary in
the way of tubing.
Ordinary steel tubes get hazardously brittle in

the 315-below-zero tem.perature the extraction
process derrrarrds-r-crack like a crisp carrot. Better,
safe~, tube were needed. Industry. got them.-
from B&W- tube rnade of newnickel-alloy steels.
B&Wcails these new tubes Icloys, In refriger-

ation, in rrrak irrg synthetic rubber, in handling
Ilatural gas and strongly corrosive crude oils, in

paper routs, industry is finding that Nicloy tubes
answer many tough proble:rns.
Development of Nicloy tubing is another

manifestation that, for all its years, B&W has
never lost the habit of having new ideas for all
industries.
To technical graduates, B&W offers excellent

career opportunities in diversifiedphases of m.anu-
facturing, engineering, research, and sales.

THE BABCOCK &WILCOX TUBE CO
N·29

Main Office: Beaver Falls, Pa.
Plants: Beaver falls, Pa. & Alliance, Ohio.
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At RCA Exhibition Hall, radio, television, and electronics are on parade in fascinating new exhibits

I Wo,ld' 'IIi,"01'lldio-"Ieet,onie wonde'•...
RCA Exhibition H"II

100,000 visitors every month-s that's
how people have responded to the ex-
citing new RCA Exhibition Hall in
Radio City.

Like a "World's Fair," this is a place
where you can watch, and even oper-
ate, many recent developments of RCA
Laboratories. Television, radio, loran,
the electron microscope, and other
scientific achievements ... you'll find
them "on show," fully explained, and

. thrilling to see.
For instance: step on a platform and

televise yourself, see yourself in action
on a real television screen. Watch

JANUARY, 1948

radio waves heat steel red-hot in a jiffy.
Hear the newest RCA Victor record-
ings. Take home a souvenir message
from globe-encircling RCA Communi-
cations-see Radiomarine's radar and
learn exactly how the NBC Network
operates to bring its" Parade of Stars"
to your home.

Conveniently located in the heart of
Radio City-at 40 West 49th Street-
RCA Exhibition Hall is open 11 a.m.
to 9 p.m. daily; everyone is welcome,
there is no admission charge. Radio
Corporation of America, RCA Build-
ing, Radio City, N~w York 20, N. Y.

Continue your education
with pay-at RCA

Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA
Victor-one of the world's foremost manu-
facturers of radio and electronic products
-offers you opportunity to gain valuable,
well- rounded training and experience at
a good salary with opportunities for ad-
vancement. Here are only five of the many
projects which offer unusual promise:
• Development and design of radio re-
ceivers (including broadcast, short wave
and FM circuits, television, and phono-
graph combinations).
• Advanced development and design of
AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F
induction heating, mobile communications
equipment, relay systems.
• Design of component parts such as
coils, loudspeakers, capacitors.

Development and design of new re-
cording and reproducing methods.
• Design of receiving, power, cathode
ray, gas and photo tubes .
Write today to National Recruiting Divi-
sion, RCA Victor, Camden, New Jersey.

Also many opportunities for Mechanical
and Chemical Engineers and Physicists.

RADIO· CORPORATION 0'AMERICA
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Grinding wheels of ALUNDUM*,
CRYSTOLON* and diamond abra-
sives; discs and segments; bricks, sticks
and hones; mounted points; abrasives
for polishing, lapping, tumbling and
pressure blasting; pulpstones.

A varied line of machines for pro-
duction-precision grinding and lapping
and for the tool room - including
special machines for crankshafts, cam-
shafts, rolls and car wheels.

High temperature refractories-
grain, cement, bricks, plates, tile, tubes
- for metal melting, heat treating
and enameling; for ceramic kilns; for
boiler furnaces and gas generators;
for chemical processes; refractory lab-
oratory ware; catalyst carriers; porous
plates and tubes.

Norbide*
Trade-mark for Norton Boron Carbide
- the hardest material made by man.
Available as an abrasive for grinding
and lapping; in molded products for
extreme resistance to wear - espe-
cially effective for precision gage
anvils and contact points; and for
metallurgical use.

Norton Floors
AlUNDUM* Floor and Stair Tile,
AlUNDUM* Ceramic Mosaic Tile and
AlUNDUM* Aggregates to provide
permanently non-slip (wet or dry)
cnd extremely wear-resisting floor
and stair surfaces.

Labeling Machines
Single and duplex automatic labeling
machines for applying labels and foil
to beverage bottles and food, cosmetic
and drug containers.

Oilstones and Coated
Abrasives

Sharpening stones and abrasive
papers and cloth for every use of
industry and the home craftsman.
Products of the Norton Behr-Manning
Division,Troy, New York.

INSPEC~IO'N OF
CASTINGS

(Continued from page 12)

the amount of iron oxide present in
the steel, and since it is at a mini-
mum, the inclusion material solidifies
after the steel, thus causing it to
form in elongated or chain shapes
along the grain boundaries. This
chain or elongated type is very dan-
gerous; by reducing the bond between
the grains, it may cause a rupture
when the casting is placed under
stress.
A fourth type of inclusion is the

crystalline, which is formed when the
aluminum added for deoxidation ex-
ceeds the critical amount. The excess
aluminum combines with the sulphur
to give aluminum sulfides. These
combine with the iron manganese
sulfides to form complex aluminum
sulfide-iron manganese sulfide in..
elusions having crystalline shapes.
These inclusions, spread at random
throughout the steel, are the least
harmful of all. Tests show that steel
has maximum ductility when the
crystalline type of inclusion is present.
Examination for inclusion is made

at 250X magnification. Under such
magnification the specimen must be
very highly polished. The polishing
of the specimens is itself an art, as
wheel marks, polishing marks, water
or frictional heat etching will all
make accurate examination impos-
sible.
The specimens are taken from test-

bar failures. Microscopic inspection
can determine whether the failure was
due to inclusions or shrinkages. If in-
clusions were the cause, the necessary
steps 'Can be taken to remedy the de-
oxidation process or sulphur removal
process in order . to get a minimum
number of inclusions and inclusions
of the crystalline type.
The photos are kept as a record

and as a reference to the type of in-
clusion and trouble caused. That is
the advantage of photomicrography
-there is always the picture!

Conclusion
X-ray and photomicrography are

not devised as a form of control analy-
sis. They are not the instruments by
which the corrections are made, but
they are the "eyes" with which we
can open up the castings to see in-
side the metal and then plan and de..
vise better cast products. X-ray and
photomicrography have turned the
steel-casting industry inside out!

o P RAllY ENGINEER

Abrasive Products

Grinding and Lapping
Machines

Refractories



THE FINEST STEEL TAPE
LUFKIN

uANCHOR"
CHROME CLAD

v.e

IT'S GOOD BUSINESS
TO DO BUSINESS

~ WITD TDERMOID
Why?- Because Thermoid concen-
trates on a restricted line of prod-
ucts, related in manufacture and
in use, and maintains those prod-

~ ucts at top quality level.

~: Thermoid, as a fum, is large enough to
::;;./"be thoroughly dependable, yet small

enough to be sensitive to the day-
to-day problems of its customers.

Engineers depend on Thermoid to
always furnish well made INDUS-

~

\ TRIAL BRAKE LININGS and
FRICTION PRODUCTS, TRANS-

,'to MISSION BELTING, LIGHT' DUTY
,,'"'....and MULTIPLE V-BELTS and

DRIVES, CONVEYOR and ELEV A-
TOR BELTING, WRAPPED and
MOLDED HOSE,

~

If catalogs on any of these lines

.

would be helpful in your studies,
we'll be glad to furnish them,

~.:.:.:.. '

~

The Lufkin IIAnchor"
Chrome Clad Steel Tape

is the best for student as
well as professiona I use. The

chrome plated steel line is ex-
tra durable-stands up under

l~ rough usage. Coated with
EASY TO READ smooth, rust-resistant chrome, it

MARKINGS will not crack, chip, or peel.
THAT ARE DURABLE Accurate, [et black mark-

ings are easy to read,
they're recessed so they
can't wear out. For
free catalog write THE

/!!!!:!!!J' LUFKIN RUlE CO.,
. SAGINAW, MICH.,

FDR DVRAS'L'TY New York City.

AUTO,·TELEPHONE greater than that obtained on a party granted for installations along the
(Continued from page 24) line. Speech scramblers could be in- highways between New York City and

"The general two-way service will be stalled but the increased power re- Boston and between Chicago and St.
$25 for installation and $15 per month quirements and the additional ex- Louis as well as for single transmitter
rental of the mobile equipment, and from d . b ' ·fi d .' C·' . d G B
30 to 40 cents per message -depending pense 0 not seem to e justi e , sites at mcmnati and reen ay,
upon the location of the wire telephone. Wisconsin. Today twenty-eight cities
The min!mum .monthly service chan:;e will Users have service in the United States and
be $7. including 120 message units-c-at '. . . ,
five cents per unit-originated by the The number of ultimate users of an additional 112 have stations un-
mobile unit." this service cannot be estimated with der construction, including two in

• accuracy. The equipment has, already Canada. '
Types of service been installed in doctor's cars taxi- T '11 h . d f h

, .. '. . 0 1 ustra te t e magnI tu e 0 t e
Three classes of service are avail- cabs, sports~en s convertibles, utIh,ty task involved in bringing this service

able. Besides the general service be- company maintenance trucks, a.nd In to the whole country, we note that
tween any mobile unit and any regu- some harbor craft. The scarcity of 1 U S R t 66 b t . Chi-. , . h ,a ong . . ou e , e ween 1
lar phone or other mobile unit there radio equrpment WIll ave an im- d St L· . t Ott, . ~ ,cago an . OUIS, ransmI ers are
is the "two-way dispatch" service for mediate Influence, and the scarcity of . d t Peori S ; fi ld d. . ... requlI~e a eorla, pr ..ng e , an
use between one office and anyone of available radI~ frequencies WIll h~ve Ottawa, as well as at the two ter-
the customer's cars, and the "one-way a future bearing upon ~he e~~ansIon mina1 cities. Twenty-five receiving
signaling" service. The latter does and development of this facility. stations, each with an operating ra-
not all?w for conv~rsations b~t sim- Highway service dius of fifty miles, will be needed to
ply notifies the autoist to call his office . This ·"1 b give adequate coverage to this sectionIS system IS simi ar to, ut not to
or perform any other pre-arranged b f d . h h . d of road
function. These alternative arran e- e .con use WIt,.t e ~ystem JUs~ ~- . . .

ff d 1· htl d g d scribed, The main difference IS In The highway telephone system ISments are 0 ere at s Ig y re uce -,
d d b r 1 t the frequency band used and In the expected to supply a much-neededrates an are expecte to e use u 0 ..., .

f k d t . b fl t range expected. U sIng this system service to Inter-ci ty -truck and bus
operators 0 true an axican ee s. (h' h· ·11 h' h 1·· .,. I dw IC IS sti very muc In t e ex- mes, to traveling sa esmen, an to

P . perimental stage) no properly equip- tug and barge line companies operat-
rlvacy d bil ' h U' d S ., h ... f h hi hpe automo 1 e In t e rutc tates lng In t e VICInIty0 t ese Ig ways,
As mentioned before, there is not will be beyond reach of a long dis- On December 12, 1946; the first in-

an unlimited number of radio chan- tance telephone call. stallation of this type was made in
nels available, so the privacy is no As of July, 1946, permits had been an Ohio River steamboat.
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?heMwest IN LODGE & SHIPLEY LATHES

'lhetates! IN TURNING TECHNIQUES

The lathe illustrated
here are representa-~
t- th · ,ive 0 e equlPment/.l
offered by ODGE &~
'SHIPLEY. noted ma-
chine tool builders for'
more than 50 years.
Typical of all of them
is the praise offered
by users. who report
definite advantages
in production rates.
cost and accuracy
. _ . over 0 her lathes
previously used.

THE I:d~e sShiplelj
COMPANY

MACHINE TOOL DIVISION. 3055 COLERAIN

SPECIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION • 800 EVANS ST.

C INC INN A T I 2 5, 0 H I 0

they finally show up at the party.
Those in ection I who were per-
suaded to go, certainly were rewarded
with a wonderful shindig which was
arranged by Elmer Boehm. The deco-
rating committee for this party .had a
lucky break because the hall already
had been decorated, 0 instead, the
boys adjourned to "Ed's" and did
some celebrating; or was it just warm-
ing up for the evening? Before any-
one could drink his share of the beer
he had to take off his tie and coat and
go "apple dunking." It is not as easy
as it looks and certainly very wet (as
all the boys can testify), but the beer
tasted better after that water! Two
critical points in the party arose
(these cannot be found in the critical
tables, though I) when thebeer threat-
ened to run out and when Elmer
Boehm lost his wife. Both catastro-
phies were quickly remediedby a new
supply of brew and by Brother
Boehm's being led to the patiently
waiting "better half." The turnout at
this brawl was the largest in many
year. Enjoying. themselves were Pro-
fessor .MacDuffie, all the graduate as-
sistants, and lots of freshmen and

(Continued on page 32)

SIDELITES
(Con-tinued from page 13)

obtained it to run at the regular meet-
ing of the society on December 8.
Future plans include a joint meet-

ing of the student chapter with the
Cincinnati chapter of A.S.C.E. on
March 3, 1948.

Every Friday
noon, members of
the Ins ti tu te of
Aerona u tical ci-
ences can be found
at their regular
luncheon meeting.

During these meetings a number of
movies have been shown, two of
which were of special interest to the
plane builders. These were the Army's
tactical film on the 8th Air Force and
one called " heoretical Aerodynam-
ics." This last title would care any-
one but an Aero away, but the boys
like their work. Future films to be
shown place the emphasis on jet pro-
pulsion-"On Jets," made by General
Electric; and the avy's film on its
new Jet Fighter plane. Another fea-
ture of these noon meetings is the
presentation of their theses by- the

3D·

seniors. A great hit was made by' An-
thony Fiore, Paul Colarusso, and Tex
Hoddel, who teamed up for a paper
on "Influence of Fuels on Jet Propul-
sian." Other seniors who will present
papers are the president, John Steele,
and vice-president, Sid Pranikoff, of
I.A.S., who will speak jointly on
"Stress Analysis by Means of Photo-
elasticity."
Some of you may have been won-

dering for what purpose the new
hangar in back of the powerhouse is
to be used. The inauguration dance,
sponsored by the I.A.S., will be one
of the first uses to which this building
will be put. This event is to take place
during the second school section. We
wish the Aeros lots of luck in their
new building; just make sure you do
not build wings on it and fly it away!
May we suggest that the new building
should bear the fitting name, "Jones
Hall."

"Are you going to
the ection Change
brawl?" is the ques-
tion asked by the
Chemicals from the
first moment they
are in school un til

COOPERATIVE ENGINEER



In order to assist the depositors of this
Bank who issue a few checks each month,
we are prepared to furnish them with a
book of twenty (20) check a C\ cost of
$1.50.

Deposi ors using these checks will not be
subject 0 any further service charge for
the issuance of checks.

This will eliminate a service charge on
-balance under $100.00.

Ask For a Check Book !

Clifton Avenue and McMillan Street
Cincinnati, Ohio

Member: Federal Reserve System
Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
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BETTER
TOOLS

FOR BETTER
WORK

Micrometers
Rules
Combination Squares
Bevel Protractors
Straight Edges
Squares
Vernier Tools
Gages
Dial Test Indicators
Speed Indicators
V Blocks
Calipers and Dividers

THE

WESTERN BANK & TRUST
COMPANY

CLIFTON HEIGHTS OFFICE:

~
BROWN & SHARPE MFG. CO.

ProYldence 1. R. I. U. S. I.

WIRE

No Minimum Balance
~hecking Accounts

BROWN & SHARPE
TOOLS

CABLE
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SIDELITES
(Continued from page 30)

sopohmores. Glad to see a large turn-
out! Lets' see if Section II will match
this enthusiasm! Their section change
party, still in the offing at the time of
this writing, is being arranged by
Eugene Schwoeppe and will take
place at the Nic-Nac Club on Decem-
ber 19.
The A.I.Ch.E. activities, however,

are not confined to sprees. Interest-
ing movies are shown in the Chem-
istry Building auditorium every Fri-
day at noon. Eugene Schwoeppe re-
minds us that scholarship- loans are
still available to any Chemical who
thinks he can qualify. Just apply at
the A.I.Ch.E. office. The question as
to whether to have the honor system
in the department, has been brought
before the student chapter by Profes-
sor Tour and is being discussed by the
chapter.
The big event of the fall season for

Tau Beta Pi, engineering honorary,
was the initiation and banquet Sat-
urday, November 1, at section
change. Roscoe Duncan, Director of
Television of the Crosley Corporation,
was the guest speaker at the banquet
held at Hotel Metropole. -

Twelve quadrangle students were
initiat d in the afternoon ceremonies
at the campus MCA. The twelve
are: John Conner, Samuel Dane,
John Klover, Robert Lyman, John
Martin, Griffith Ray, John Schaal,
Carl chroeder, and Orner Trippel,
seniors; and lbert Ha:effner, Walter
Meier, and Thomas Scott, juniors.

EXPRESSWAYS
( Cantin ued from page 22)

tributor across the south side of the
central business district, which will
provide access to downtown streets,
improved connections to all bridges,
and a choice of routes through the
Kentucky communities across the
river.
The two radials would have six

lanes with a dividing strip in the cen-
ter. These would be reduced to four
in the outer suburban areas. Accelera-
ting and decelerating lanes would he
provided at interchange points. No
parking would be permitted on the
pavement. Within congested areas
the travelled way would be depressed
below the level of its surroundings in
order to separate from cross streets.
Right-of-way would be between 250
and 350 feet, but a certain amount of

flexibility must be allowed because of
the various types of areas along the
route.
A significant aspect to the Cincin-

na ti area is the service that this ex-
pressway can perform as the main ar-
terial access route -to the proposed
Master Airport at Blue Ash from the
downtown area, the Millcreek Valley
industrial area, and residential com-
munities on the central, western, and
northern hills.
The Third Street Distributor will

be a depressed expressway utilizing
the block between Third and Pearl
Streets; it will form the southern boun-
dary of the central business district
and serve to connect the ortheast
and the Mill Creek Expressways and
the Dixie Expressway to the south.
I t will also serve to distribute and col-
lect traffic from the adjacent area.
Cincinnati must maintain the ac-

cessibility and convenience of its
downtown shopping and commercial
district. he hird Street Distributor
Expressway is designed not only to
move expre s traffic through the down-
town area, but also to make the retail
trading area more convenient for the
115,000 persons who come into its
business district each day.

11 gaJuie ... !
to Mr. Co-op Engineer
from Mr. Printer

PRINTING - and what doesn't - re-
quires engineering in so many ways
that books could be written about it.

It is a particular pleasure to produce
a magazine for future graduates that
are certain to improve industry.

S. ROSENTHAL & CO., INC.
22 E. Twelfth 'StJ ~CH 0710

DAY AND NIGHT

"Printing in 'Cincinnati Since 1868"
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LIST OF ADVERTISERS
Allis-Chalmers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 23
Aluminum Corporation of America 3
American Gas Association 4

American Telephone and Telegraph . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 19
Babcock & Wilcox 26

Brown & Sharpe 31

Carboloy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2

Corning Glass ·.····.···· 21
Cincinnati Process Engraving 30
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